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Live, London Town Blues, Boogie, Rock 15 MP3 Songs BLUES: Rockin' Blues, URBAN/R&B: Rhythm 

Blues Details: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Before you go,

don't forget to check NEWS UPDATES and BUYERS' REVIEWS below.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx BRETT MARVIN AND THE

THUNDERBOLTS BOOTLEG: This collectors' item captures The Thunderbolts in full flight at one of north

London's premier music venues of the 1980's. It's an essential archive addition for those who have

appreciated their brand of British Electric Boogie Blues and Country RnB crossed with a nice dash of

London Smart, and their considerable influence on the independent music scene over the last thirty

years. The place: The Bull and Gate, Kentish Town, London. The date: 26th. of May 1981. Re-mastered

from a recently discovered bootleg recording, the Thunderbolts drive their set with excitement and

immediacy. Even today they still play this special musical blend with the original line up of 30 years. Brett

Marvin has become one of the most respected bands of independent rockers. Who else can sport such a

long and unbroken history back to the late sixties? They have played with the best, sometimes even

before they became the best. Their appeal and their obvious commitment come from the love of playing

the blues of course. What puts them in a different league, and comes across in their playing, is an almost

family commitment to each other, and to their many fans. A Brett Marvin and the Thunderbolts' gig may

be the blues, but it's the blues with a big warm heart. Ced C.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx NEWS UPDATE 01: Also on CD

BABY ...... KEEF TROUBLE - 'OASIS' Brett Marvin's 'in house' performance/fine artist, top zobstick

player, writer and performer of many Brett Marvin songs, Keef Trouble, has his own album, 'OASIS' on

CD Baby. He co-wrote "You'll Always Find Me in the Kitchen at Parties" with and for Jonah Lewie, (of
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Xmas song 'Stop the Cavalry' fame), which became a top five hit in the U.K., Europe, Asia and Australia,

and 'Keep the Furniture but Leave Me with the French Au Pair!' Many songs on 'OASIS' are orchestrated

by Tony O'Malley (international soul-man also on CD Baby), and include ex-Roxy Music guitarist Neil

Hubbard, with Duffy Power, Dick Heckstall-Smith, Frank Mead, and Kokomo singers Frank Collins and

Dyan Birch. And - a rare appearance by 'Whistling' Jack Slipper! Keef is a prolific writer, recorder and

performer of his own work - look out for more albums by him in the future on CD Baby. WORTH A

LISTEN! - Type in: Keef Trouble. Ced C.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx NEWS UPDATE 02: There has

been a happy, but unanticipated over demand for the 'Unchained' album, and a not much less a one for

'Bootleg.' Sun House is rushing extra CDs to CD Baby. Apologies if you are experiencing delays in

product arrival. Sun House Records.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx NEWS UPDATE 03: o7.05.05

See Keef Trouble, Brett Marvin percussionist/writer/singer, perform with songs such as 'PE Teacher,'

'You'll Always Find Me in the kitchen at Parties,' and 'Jodrell,' in the great 'Broadstairs Folkweek 2005,'

August 5th to 12th, at Broadstairs, Kent. Look for him at this event with the Okee Dokee Band. Details:

broadstairsfolkweek.org.uk xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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